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Abstract: We present SpeakingFaces as a publicly-available large-scale multimodal dataset de-
veloped to support machine learning research in contexts that utilize a combination of thermal,
visual, and audio data streams; examples include human–computer interaction, biometric authentica-
tion, recognition systems, domain transfer, and speech recognition. SpeakingFaces is comprised of
aligned high-resolution thermal and visual spectra image streams of fully-framed faces synchronized
with audio recordings of each subject speaking approximately 100 imperative phrases. Data were
collected from 142 subjects, yielding over 13,000 instances of synchronized data (∼3.8 TB). For tech-
nical validation, we demonstrate two baseline examples. The first baseline shows classification by
gender, utilizing different combinations of the three data streams in both clean and noisy environ-
ments. The second example consists of thermal-to-visual facial image translation, as an instance of
domain transfer.

Keywords: datasets; multimodal learning; computer vision; thermal imaging; human–computer
interaction; domain transfer

1. Introduction

The fusion of visual, thermal, and audio data sources opens new opportunities for
multimodal data use in a wide range of applications, including human–computer inter-
action (HCI), biometric authentication, and recognition systems. Multimodal systems are
inclined to be more robust and reliable, as different streams can provide complementary
information, and failures in one stream can be mitigated by others [1]. Recently introduced
high-resolution thermal cameras provide a more granular association of temperature values
with facial features. It has been demonstrated that the combination of thermal and visual
data can overcome the respective drawbacks of each individual stream [2]. The addition of
visual data to speech signals has also been shown to have a positive impact on improving
person verification and speech recognition models [1,3,4].

Furthermore, with the emergence of virtual assistants, voice search, and voice com-
mand control in smart devices and other Internet of Things (IoT) technologies, voice-
enabled applications have attracted considerable attention. The combination of visual and
thermal facial data with the corresponding voice records could enable a more nuanced
analysis of speech in applications such as the dictation of instructions to smart devices in
sub-optimal physical environments, resolution of multi-talker overlapping speech (to dis-
tinguish individual speakers and respective intentionality), and improving the performance
of automated speech recognition [4,5].

With the miniaturization of uncooled thermal imaging chips, companies started equip-
ping smartphones with thermal cameras, thus introducing mobile devices that combine all
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of the three modalities. A developer in thermal imaging solutions, FLIR, developed the
FLIR ONE Pro thermal camera that can be connected to any Android or iOS smartphone [6].
The construction machinery and equipment company Caterpillar introduced CAT S62
Pro [7], an Android phone with an integrated FLIR Lepton 3.5 professional-grade sensor [8].
Both devices currently support relatively low resolution thermal cameras (160× 120), but,
given recent trending of the technology, their successors will likely be of higher-resolution,
and thereby could support the more data-intensive multimodal applications. To facilitate
such research, we introduce SpeakingFaces, a large-scale dataset consisting of spatially
aligned thermal and visual image sequences accompanied by voice command recordings.

To date, there are no large-scale datasets that combine all three data streams, consisting
of synchronized visible-spectrum images, thermal images, and audio tracks. Most of the
existing visual-thermal facial datasets are constrained by the issues of a small number of
subjects, too few unique instances (thus inhibiting data-hungry machine learning algo-
rithms), low resolution of thermal images, little variability in head postures, or a lack of
alignment. These datasets are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Publicly available datasets where visual and thermal images were acquired simultaneously.

Datasets Subjects Image Pairs Thermal Resolution Poses Trials Aligned

Carl [9] 41 2460 160× 120 1 1 no
VIS-TH [10] 50 2100 160× 120 4 2 yes
IRIS [11] 30 4228 320× 240 11 1 no
USTC-NVIE [12] 215 N/A 320× 240 1 1 no
Tufts [13] 100 3600 336× 256 9 1 no
UL-FMTV [14] 238 N/A 640× 512 1 >1 N/A
ARL-VTF [15] 395 549,712 640× 512 3 1 no
SpeakingFaces 142 4,581,595 464× 348 9 2 yes

The Carl [9] and VIS-TH [10] databases have the fewest image pairs and the lowest
resolution of thermal camera, although the latter involved two trials of each person with
four head postures and aligned image pairs. While the IRIS [11] dataset has the smallest
number of subjects, each subject’s face was captured from 11 angles. The USTC-NVIE [12]
dataset is comprised of a large number of subjects, but the data were collected using a
low-resolution camera from a single position in a single trial. The Tufts [13] dataset contains
a variety of head poses, but a low number of images per subject. UL-FMTV [14] involves
multiple trials, but only from the frontal position. Although ARL-VTF [15] has the largest
number of subject and images, as well as the highest thermal resolution, it lacks in the
number of head postures and trials.

Popular audio-visual datasets include Grid [16], the Oxford-BBC Lip Reading in the
Wild (LRW) [17] and the Oxford-BBC Lip Reading Sentences (LRS) [18]. The Grid dataset
consists of 34 subjects, each uttering 1000 sentences. Each sentence has the same structure:
verb (4 types) + color (4 types) + preposition (4 types) + alphabet (25 types) + digit (10 types)
+ adverb (4 types). The main shortcomings are that data acquisition was conducted in a
controlled lab environment, and the utterances are unnatural due to the restricted structure
of the sentences.

The LRW dataset has a much greater variety in vocabulary and subjects. It is comprised
of over one thousand different speakers and up to 400,000 utterances. However, each
utterance is an isolated word, 500 unique instances in total, selected from the BBC television.
This constraint was addressed in LRS, a large-scale dataset (100,000 natural sentences and a
vocabulary size of around 17,000 words) designed to enable lip reading in an unconstrained
natural environment. Neither LRW nor LRS contains thermal data.

SpeakingFaces is designed to overcome the limitations of the existing multimodal
datasets. SpeakingFaces consists of 142 subjects, gender-balanced and ethnically diverse.
Each subject is recorded in close proximity from nine different angles uttering approx-
imately 100 English phrases or imperative commands, yielding over 13,000 instances
of spoken commands, and more than 45 h of video sequences (over 3.7 million image
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pairs). The spoken phrases are taken from the Stanford University open source digital
assistant database [19], along with publicly available command sets for the Siri virtual
assistant [20,21], chosen to reflect the likely use-case of humans interacting with devices.

The SpeakingFaces dataset can be used in a wide range of multimodal machine
learning contexts, especially those related to HCI, biometrics, and recognition systems. The
main contributions of this work are summarized below:

• We introduce SpeakingFaces, a large-scale publicly available dataset of voice com-
mands accompanied by streams of visible and thermal image sequences.

• We prepare the dataset by aligning the video streams to minimize the pixel-to-pixel
alignment errors between the visual and thermal images. This procedure allows for
automatic annotation of thermal images using facial bounding boxes extracted from
their visual pairs.

• We provide full annotations on each utterance of a command.
• We present two baseline tasks to illustrate the utility and reliability of the dataset:

a classifier for gender using all the three data streams, and an instance of thermal-
to-visual image translation as an example of domain transfer. The data used for the
latter experiment is publicly available and can be used as a benchmark for image
translation models.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data collection
setup and protocol, the data preparation procedure, and the database structure. Section 3
presents and discusses the results of the two baseline tasks, as well as the limitations of our
work. Section 4 concludes the paper and discusses future work.

2. Materials and Methods

In this section, we provide details on the data collection setup and protocol, the data
preparation procedure, and the database structure. Figure 1 presents the data pipeline in
our work. For sessions that involved uttering commands, the preparation of acquired data
begins with the extraction of synchronized video-audio segments. All video segments from
both sessions are then converted into image sequences. Next, the visual images are aligned
with their thermal pairs using heated ArUco markers [22].

Figure 1. Data pipeline for SpeakingFaces.

2.1. Data Acquisition

The project was conducted with the explicit approval of the Institutional Research
Ethics Committee of Nazarbayev University. Each subject participated voluntarily and was
informed of the data collection and use protocols, including the acquisition of identifiable
images which will be shared as a dataset. The informed consent forms were signed by
each subject.

The setup for the data collection process is shown in Figure 2. Subjects were seated
in front of the data collection setup at a distance of approximately one meter. The room
temperature was regulated at 25 °C. A subject was illuminated by the ceiling lights in the
laboratory room. To ensure the same illumination conditions for all recording sessions, the
location and intensity of the light source were fixed. The setup consisted of a metal-framed
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grid to facilitate camera orientation and two 85′ ′ video screens upon which textual phrases
were simultaneously presented; two screens were used to minimize the need for subjects
to turn their heads while reading the phrases.

Figure 2. Data acquisition setup for SpeakingFaces.

The video setup consisted of a FLIR T540 thermal camera (resolution 464× 348, wave
band 7.5–14 µm, and 24◦ field of view) with an attached visual spectrum camera, a Logitech
C920 Pro HD web-camera (resolution 1920× 1080 and field of view 78◦), which has a built-
in dual stereo microphone (44.1 kHz). The web-camera was attached on top of the thermal
camera to facilitate the subsequent alignment of the image pairs. The original resolution
of the web-camera was decreased to 768× 512 in order to maximize and align the frame
rates for both cameras, while preserving the region-of-interest (RoI)–that is, the face. The
synchronization of the three data streams was achieved using the Robotics System Toolbox
of MATLAB [23]. The data acquisition code began by launching an audio recorder and then
proceeded with iterative an capture of images using both cameras, at a fixed frequency
of 28 frames per second (fps). Once the calculated number of frames was captured, the
audio recorder stopped. The source code for data acquisition is provided in our GitHub
repository (https://github.com/IS2AI/SpeakingFaces, accessed on 9 August 2020).

The camera operator proceeded manually through a series of nine positions to cover a
face from all major angles (similar to Panetta et al. [13]), as shown in Figure 3. The duration
of data collection for each position was set to 900 frames. Given the data collection rate
of 28 fps for both cameras, this is equivalent to approximately 32 s of video, yielding on
average 4.5 min of total video per subject. The subject sat on a chair as shown in Figure 2.
The height of the chair was adjusted in order to position the top of the subject’s head at a
predefined mark.

It was important to capture the whole face from each of the nine angles. Due to
variability in size among the participants, a manual collection process was consciously
chosen over the use of fixed positions (such as tripods or mounting frames), or the use of
a motorized system covering pre-determined angles. The operator oriented the side, top,
and bottom shots to ensure that all of the facial landmarks were fully framed. As a result,
there is slight variation of the nine angles, from subject to subject, due to the adjustment
of the orientation and framing. Figure 4 presents the image pairs from nine predefined
positions of nine subjects.

https://github.com/IS2AI/SpeakingFaces
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Figure 3. The 3D diagram of the nine camera positions with respect to a subject. (a) Back view.
(b) Side view.

Figure 4. The pairs of visual and thermal facial images of nine subjects taken from the predefined
nine positions.

Each subject participated in two types of sessions during a single trial. In the first
session, subjects were asked to remain silent and still, with the operator capturing visual
and thermal video streams through the procession of nine collection angles. The second
session consisted of the subject reading a series of commands presented one-by-one on
the video screens, while the visual, thermal, and audio data were being collected from the
same nine camera positions.

Each subject participated in two trials, conducted on different days, at least two weeks
apart, consisting of both types of sessions. This was done in order to account for the day-to-
day variations of the subjects. For example, some subjects wore glasses during one session,
but not in the other. Some subjects changed their hairstyle in between the sessions. Thus,
for each subject, there are two trials with three data streams (audio, visible-spectrum video,
and thermal-spectrum video) and two trials with two data streams (visual and thermal).

The commands were sourced from Thingpedia, an open and crowd-sourced knowl-
edge base for virtual assistants [19]. Thingpedia is a part of the Almond project at Stanford
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University, and currently includes natural language interfaces for over 128 devices. The
interfaces are comprised of utterances grouped by different command types. We selected
those that correspond to action and query commands for each device. This resulted in
nearly 1500 unique commands: 1297 of them were set aside for training, while the rest
were used for test and validation. The total count for the latter part (test and validation)
was increased to 500 by utilizing publicly available commands for Siri [20,21]. We split
them in half, such that the commands from Thingpedia would appear evenly in the test
and validation sets. The commands in the training, validation, and test sets are unique,
that is, they do not overlap.

To ensure that each command is uttered by multiple speakers with varying accent,
gender, and ethnicity, it was duplicated eight times, as it had been done for the LRW
dataset. This approach provided data volumes sufficient for 142 subjects. The resulting
list of commands for each set was randomly shuffled and partitioned into small groups
as follows. First, the duration of a command was calculated by multiplying the number
of characters in the command by the average speed of reading, empirically estimated at
5 frames per character. Then, it was used to fit as many commands as possible within
the 900-frame window allocated for each position. To enable the automatic extraction of
commands, the starting and ending frames for each command in a group were marked.
Figure 5 shows a sequence of images with 0.5-second intervals illustrating different patterns
of the lips during the utterance of a voice command.

Figure 5. Snapshots from the visual and thermal streams with 0.5-second intervals during the
utterance of “stop the kitchen fan from turning”.

2.2. Data Preprocessing

In trials where subjects sat still, without uttering any commands, the raw videos were
converted to sequences of images (900 images per position). In the speaking trials, the raw
video and audio files were first cut into short segments based on the annotations of the
start and end frames of each utterance. Then, due to the variation in reading speed among
our subjects, the audio segments were manually trimmed, with at most one second left at
the end of each utterance. The files were also validated to be complete, with minor text
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noise, such as hesitations or stumbling. The valid recordings were re-transcribed to capture
the exact utterance in order to further minimize noise in the text data. The video segments
were then converted into image sequences based on the duration of the resulting audio
files. If the text noise was substantial, beyond routine hesitations and stumbling, then the
utterance was eliminated from the final version of the dataset.

Upon the examination of image frames, we encountered four major artifacts: camera
freeze (in thermal), blurriness, flickering, and a slight cut of a chin (in visual). Camera
freeze detection in thermal images was based on the analysis of consecutive frames with
the Structural Similarity Index of scikit-image [24,25]. Blur detection was implemented
using the variance of the Laplacian method with OpenCV [26]. Flickering was detected
by keeping track of facial bounding boxes with the dlib library [27] while processing
a sequence of visual frames. A significant shift in the coordinates of a bounding box
indicated that the artifact was present, and the corresponding frames were marked. The
results showed that flickering happened only at the beginning of a recording, before
subjects started speaking. Thus, the affected frames were deleted, and the corresponding
audio files were trimmed to safely remove this artifact from the final version of the dataset.
The detection of cropped chins was implemented by extracting facial landmarks with
the dlib library from visual images, before they were aligned with their thermal pairs.
If any coordinates of the landmarks in the chin region were beyond the boundaries of
an image, then it meant that this landmark was not present in the image. Overall, each
artifact detected by the code was validated by one of the authors of this manuscript.
The code for all the artifact detection routines can be found in our GitHub repository
(https://github.com/IS2AI/SpeakingFaces, accessed on 9 August 2020).

Image pairs from the two cameras were aligned using a method involving the esti-
mation of a planar homography [28]. This process requires matching at least four paired
pixel coordinates that correspond to features present in both thermal and visual images.
For visual cameras, a printed image of a chessboard is a common calibration object due to
its sharp and distinctive features [29]. However, the crispness of the edges degrades signifi-
cantly when heated and captured by a thermal camera. One way to overcome this issue
is to construct a composite chessboard of two different materials [2]. Another approach
utilizes a board with a fixed pattern of holes [30]; when the board is heated, the features
become more apparent to a thermal sensor.

For our collection process, we chose ArUco markers, which are synthetic square markers
with a black border and a unique binary (black and white) inner matrix that determines its
unique identifier (ID) [22]. These markers have been used for robotics [31,32], autonomous
systems [33], and virtual reality [34] thanks to their robustness and versatility. Each detected
marker provides the ID and pixel coordinates of its four corners. Detecting these markers
in both types of images simplifies the process of obtaining paired pixel coordinates.

We utilized 12 ArUco markers as shown in Figure 6. In order to detect them in a
thermal image, a printed copy of the markers was heated using a flood light (Arrilite
750 Plus) and then captured with the setup consisting of thermal and visual cameras.
The thermal image was converted to the grayscale and then negated so that the markers
would appear similar to the visual image, with black borders and a correctly colored binary
matrix. The ArUco detection algorithm successfully found all the 12 markers in both
images and generated 48 matched pixel coordinate pairs (12× 4) in total. These points
were fed to OpenCV’s findHomography function [35] to estimate the homography matrix
and warpPerspective function [36] to apply a perspective transformation onto a visual
image. The source code for collecting and pre-processing data is available in our GitHub
repository (https://github.com/IS2AI/SpeakingFaces, accessed on 9 August 2020) under
the MIT license.

https://github.com/IS2AI/SpeakingFaces
https://github.com/IS2AI/SpeakingFaces
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Figure 6. (a) Left to right: the visual image with identified ArUco markers; the original thermal
image; a grayscale version of the thermal image; and a complement of the grayscale image with
identified ArUco markers. (b) Left to right: the original visual image; the original thermal image; the
result of aligning the visual image with it’s thermal pair; and the result of replacing the red channel
of the visual image with the red channel of the thermal image.

2.3. Database Structure

The SpeakingFaces dataset is available through the server of the Institute of Smart
Systems and Artificial Intelligence (ISSAI) under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Inter-
national License. ISSAI is a member of DataCite, and a digital object identifier (DOI) was
assigned by the ISSAI Repository to the SpeakingFaces dataset (https://doi.org/10.48333
/smgd-yj77, accessed on 2 April 2021). The database is comprised of 142 subjects in total,
with a gender balance of 68 female and 74 male participants, with the ages of participants
ranging from 20 to 65, and an average age of 31. The data is split into three parts: train set,
validation set, and test set. The subjects and commands in each set are unique, i.e., they are
non-overlapping. Table 2 presents the information on the three splits of SpeakingFaces.

Table 2. Statistics on SpeakingFaces.

Category Train Valid Test Total

Speakers 100 20 22 142

Speaker IDs 1–100 101–120 121–142 1–142

Commands 9771 1963 1977 13,711

Unique commands 1297 250 250 1797

Words 52,769 10,324 11,177 74,270

Unique words 683 337 312 823

Visual-thermal image pairs for trials with commands 1,054,989 223,528 234,071 1,512,588

Visual-thermal image pairs for trials w/o commands 1,620,000 356,400 324,000 2,268,000

Duration in hours for trials with commands 16.1 3.2 3.5 22.8

Duration in hours for trials w/o commands 16.1 3.2 3.5 22.8

Size of raw data in TB 5.0 1.0 1.1 7.1

The public repository consists of annotated data (metadata), raw data, and clean
data. The repository structure is presented in Figure 7a. Let us first introduce the notation
relevant to the names of directories and files in the figure:

• subID = {1 . . . 142} denotes the subject number.
• trialID = {1, 2} denotes the trial number.
• sessionID is 1 if the session does not involve utterances and 2 otherwise.
• posID = {1 . . . 9} denotes the camera position.
• commandID = {1 . . . 1, 297} denotes the command number.
• frameID = {1 . . . 900} the number of an image in a sequence.

https://doi.org/10.48333/smgd-yj77
https://doi.org/10.48333/smgd-yj77
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• streamID is 1 for thermal images, 2 for visual images, and 3 for the aligned version of
the visual images.

• micID is 1 for the left microphone and 2 for the right microphone on the web camera.

The annotated data are stored in the metadata directory, which consists of the subjects.csv
file and the commands subdirectory. The former contains information on the ID, split
(train/valid/test), gender, ethnicity, age, and accessories (hat, glasses, etc.) in both trials
for each subject. The latter consists of sub_subID_trial_trialID.csv, composed of records
on each command uttered by the subject subID in the trial trialID. There are 284 files in
total, two files for each of the 142 subjects. A record includes the command name, the
command identifier, the identifier of a camera position (see Figure 4) at which the utterance
was captured, the transcription of the uttered command, and information on the artifacts
detected in the recording.

Figure 7. (a) File structure of SpeakingFaces repository. File names are suffixed by subID = {1, . . . , 142} and
trial ID = {1, 2}, bringing the total number of files to the indicated max (142 or 284). (b) Illustration of the extrac-
tion procedure for the archived files in the SpeakingFaces repository and the final output files for each type. Directories are
shaded gray, and the files are shaded blue for both subfigures.

There are four categories of artifacts, corresponding to the four data streams: thermal,
visual, audio, and text. For each stream, Table 3 lists detected artifacts and the correspond-
ing numerical value recorded in the metadata. Thus, an utterance that is “clean” of any
noise in the data would have 0 in all four categories. In total, 86% of the utterances are
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clean of any noise. Depending on the application of the dataset, users can decide which of
the artifacts is acceptable and select the data in accordance with their preferences.

Table 3. Legend for data types and detected artifacts.

Value Thermal Visual Audio Text

0 Clean Clean Clean Clean
1 Frozen images Blurred images Background noise Minor text noise
2 - Cut chin - Invalid
3 - Both 1 and 2 - -

The raw data on the “non-speaking” session can be found in video_only_raw, which
contains the compressed version of unprocessed video files from both trials for a given
subject. The raw data for the other session can be located in video_audio_raw. Similarly,
it consists of compressed and unprocessed video/audio files from both trials for a given
subject. The clean data correspond to the result of the whole data preprocessing pipeline
(see Figure 1). The img_only directory contains the compressed version of thermal, visual,
and aligned visual image frames from the first session. In addition to the image frames, the
img_audio folder contains the audio tracks for each spoken utterance in the second session.
The folders video_only_raw, video_audio_raw, img_only, img_audio contain 142 files each.
Each file is a .zip archive that contains data for one of the subjects. The data should be
extracted first, and the resulting file structure is presented in Figure 7b. Further details on
the database structure and download instructions can be accessed on the repository page
(https://issai.nu.edu.kz/download-speaking-faces/, accessed on 2 April 2021).

3. Results and Discussion

We developed two baseline tasks to demonstrate the utility and reliability of the
SpeakingFaces multimodal dataset. The first task utilizes the three data streams (visual,
thermal, and audio) to classify the gender of subjects under clean and noisy environments.
The second task aims to learn a thermal-to-visual image translation model in order to
demonstrate a transfer of domain knowledge between the two data streams.

3.1. Gender Classification

The goal of this task is to predict the gender of a subject using the information from
a single utterance, consisting of visual, thermal, and audio data streams. To achieve this
goal, we constructed a multimodal gender classification system using our SpeakingFaces
dataset. A successful gender classification system can improve the performance of many
applications, including HCI, surveillance and security systems, image/video retrieval, and
so on [37].

The gender classification model is based on LipNet [38] architecture consisting of
two main modules: an encoder and a classifier. The encoder module is constructed by
combining deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) with the stack of bidirectional
recurrent neural network (BRNN) layers:

Encoder(·) , BRNN(CNN(·)). (1)

The encoder module is used to transform an N-length input feature sequence
X = {x1, . . . , xN} into a hidden feature vector h as follows:

h = Encoder(X), (2)

where xi is an three-dimensional tensor for images or a two-dimensional tensor for the
spectrograms generated from the audio records. A separate encoder module is trained for
each data stream, producing three hidden vector representations: hvisual , hthermal , and haudio.
These generated hidden features are then concatenated and fed to the classifier module.

https://issai.nu.edu.kz/download-speaking-faces/
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The classifier module consists of two fully-connected layers with the rectified linear
unit (ReLU) activation and single linear layer followed by the sigmoid activation:

Classi f ier(·) , Sigmoid(Linear(ReLU(ReLU(·)))), (3)

where the linear layer is used to convert a vector to a scalar. The classifier takes the
generated hidden features and outputs probability distribution over the two classes
y ∈ { f emale, male} as follows:

hvisual = Encoder1(Xvisual) (4)

hthermal = Encoder2(Xthermal) (5)

haudio = Encoder3(Xaudio) (6)

P(y|Xvisual , Xthermal , Xaudio) = Classi f ier([hT
visual , hT

thermal , hT
audio]

T), (7)

where Encoderi(·) is a i-th encoder dedicated to the specific data stream, and T denotes the
transpose operation.

The input sequence X is constructed as follows. For visual and thermal streams,
we used the same number of equidistantly spaced frames. For audio streams, we used
mel-spectogram features computed over a 0.4-second snippet extracted from the middle of
uttered commands. To evaluate the robustness of multimodal gender classification model,
we constructed noisy versions of input features for the validation and test sets. The noisy
input features Xnoisy were generated by including additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN):

Xnoisy = X + Z, (8)

where Z∼N(0, Σ). To estimate the noise variance Σ, we steadily increased it up to the
point when the input data were sufficiently corrupted, that is, the gender classifier makes
random predictions. As a result, the noise variance Σ for image and audio streams was set
to 100 and 5, respectively.

All models were trained on a single V100 GPU running on the NVIDIA DGX-2 server
using the clean training set. All hyper-parameters were tuned using the clean validation set.
In particular, we optimized model parameters using Adadelta [39] with the initial learning
rate of 0.1 for 200 epochs. As a regularization, we applied dropout, which was tuned for
each model independently. We set the batch size to 256 and applied gradient clipping with
a threshold of 10 to prevent the gradients from exploding. The best-performing model was
evaluated using the clean and noisy versions of the validation and test sets. The system
implementation including the model specifications and other hyper-parameter values
are provided in our GitHub repository (https://github.com/IS2AI/SpeakingFaces/tree/
master/baseline_gender, accessed on 24 February 2021).

The model inference results are given in Table 4. In these experiments, we set the
number of visual and thermal frames to three, extracted from the beginning, middle and
end of an utterance. We examined different number of frames and observed that three
equidistantly spaced frames were sufficient to achieve a good predictive performance, i.e.,
increasing the number of frames commensurately lengthened both training and inference
time, but did not produce any noticeable performance improvement (see Figure 8). In the
best-case scenario, when all of the three data streams are clean (ID 1), the gender classifier
achieves the highest accuracy rate of 96% on the test set. When all the three data streams
are noisy (ID 8), the model performance is random, equivalent to a coin toss. In other
scenarios, when only one or two data streams are corrupted (IDs 2–7), the model achieves
an accuracy of 65.8–95.6% on the test set; these results serve to demonstrate the robustness
of using multimodal systems.

https://github.com/IS2AI/SpeakingFaces/tree/master/baseline_gender
https://github.com/IS2AI/SpeakingFaces/tree/master/baseline_gender
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Table 4. The accuracy of multimodal gender classification model evaluated on the clean and noisy
input data streams. ‘n/a’ stands for not available. The best accuracy results for the validation and
test sets are boldfaced.

ID
Data streams Accuracy (%)

Visual Audio Thermal Valid Test

1

clean
clean clean 89.6 96.0

2 noisy 87.9 95.6

3
noisy

clean 81.9 84.4

4 noisy 76.6 82.0

5

noisy

clean
clean 89.2 93.6

6 noisy 84.5 88.2

7
noisy

clean 67.5 65.8

8 noisy 55.2 50.1

9 clean n/a n/a 91.5 91.3

10 n/a clean n/a 90.1 94.8

11 n/a n/a clean 94.8 94.3

Figure 8. The impact of increasing the number of visual and thermal frames on the multimodal
gender classification accuracy, when all streams are clean.

The experiment results show that the most informative data stream is the audio,
followed by the visual and then thermal stream. When considering the case where only
a single stream is noisy, the corruption of the audio stream drops the accuracy rate by
11.6% (ID 1 vs. ID 3), whereas for the visual and thermal streams, the accuracy drops
by 2.4% (ID 1 vs. ID 5) and 0.4% (ID 1 vs. ID 2), respectively. Now, considering the
case where two streams are noisy: when the audio (ID 6) stream is clean (and the others
corrupted), the accuracy is 88.2%, while, when only the visual (ID 4) and thermal (ID 7)
images are clean, the performances are 82.0% and 65.7%, respectively. We presume that
during the training phase, the multimodal model decides to emphasize the audio features
such that the relative contributions of the visual and thermal streams are de-emphasized.
Presumably, this issue can be addressed by using attention-based models [40]. Although
the thermal stream seems to be relatively less consequential, it is still extremely useful in
the case where the visual stream is corrupted (e.g., at night), where 5.4% of improvement
on the test set is gained (ID 5 vs. ID 6). The experimental results successfully demonstrate
the advantages of examining multiple data streams, and the utility of the SpeakingFaces
dataset. We believe that the gender classification model can achieve even better results,
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with further development of the architectural structure and tuning of the hyper-parameter
values, though this optimization work lies beyond the scope of this baseline example.

To further verify the reliability of the SpeakingFaces dataset, we evaluated the perfor-
mance of each data stream independently. Specifically, we trained a gender classification
model using only a single data stream. The model architecture was same as in the previous
experiment setup, except that the number of encoders was reduced from three to one. This
experiment was conducted using only the clean version of the data. The obtained results
(IDs 9–11) show that all the data streams achieve an accuracy score of above 90% on both
validation and test sets. The best accuracy on the test set is achieved by the model trained
on the audio (ID 10) stream, followed by the thermal (ID 11) and visual (ID 9) streams.
These experimental results demonstrate the reliability of each data stream present in the
SpeakingFaces dataset.

As was previously mentioned, the gender classification experiments were conducted to
demonstrate the utility and trustworthiness of the available modalities in the SpeakingFaces.
In particular, the multimodal experiments were conducted to demonstrate the robustness
of the recognition system trained on the three streams under different conditions. On
the other hand, the unimodal experiments were conducted to show the reliability of
each individual stream present in the dataset. These experiments are not intended to
compare unimodal versus multimodal systems, they were generated as a proof-of-concept.
Further investigation on hyper-parameter tuning and architectural search to improve and
compare the performance of unimodal and multimodal models is underway as a separate
contribution.

3.2. Thermal-to-Visual Facial Image Translation

Facial features which are distinctly discernible in the visible images are not clearly
observable in the corresponding thermal versions (see Figure 4). As a result, models
developed for visual images (e.g., facial landmark detection, face recognition) cannot be
utilized directly on thermal images. Therefore, in this task, we aim to address the problem
of generating a realistic visual-spectrum version of a given thermal facial image.

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [41] have been successfully deployed for
generating realistic images; in particular, Pix2Pix [42], CycleGAN [43], and CUT [44]
have been shown to produce promising results in translating images from one domain to
another. Zhang et al. introduced a Pix2Pix-based approach that focused on achieving a
high face recognition accuracy of their generated visible images by incorporating an explicit
closed-set face recognition loss [45]. However, their image output lacked distinct facial
features and high image quality, which was the priority of Wang et al. [46]. They combined
CycleGAN with a new detector network that located facial landmarks in generated visible
images and aimed to guide the generator in producing realistic results. Both works were
impaired by the relatively small number of image pairs and the use of low resolution
thermal cameras. Zhang et al. filtered the IRIS dataset [11] down to 695 image pairs, and
Wang et al. collected 792 image pairs using FLIR AX5 thermal camera with a resolution of
320× 256. The latter dataset is not publicly available.

In our case, we experimented with CycleGAN and CUT to map thermal faces to
visual-spectrum. The SpeakingFaces contains images of 142 subjects; 100 subjects were
used for training and 42 were left for testing. We used the second session data, where
participants uttered commands, and randomly selected three images for every position
of each subject, which resulted in 2700 and 1134 thermal-visual image pairs for training
and testing, respectively. To prepare the experimental data, we utilized the OpenCV’s
deep learning face detector [47] to identify faces in visible images. Noting that the thermal
and visual images are aligned, we used the bounding boxes extracted from the visible
images to delineate faces in both image streams. In cases where faces were not detected,
we manually specified the coordinates of the bounding boxes. The instructions on how
to access this version of SpeakingFaces can be found in our Github repository (https:

https://github.com/IS2AI/SpeakingFaces/tree/master/baseline_domain_transfer
https://github.com/IS2AI/SpeakingFaces/tree/master/baseline_domain_transfer
https://github.com/IS2AI/SpeakingFaces/tree/master/baseline_domain_transfer
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//github.com/IS2AI/SpeakingFaces/tree/master/baseline_domain_transfer, accessed on
11 March 2021).

All models were trained on a single V100 GPU running on the NVIDIA DGX-2 server
using the training set. For both CycleGAN and CUT, the generator architecture was
comprised of ResNet-9 blocks, trained using identical hyperparameter values with a batch
size of 1, an image load size of 130, and an image crop size of 128. The rest of the training
and testing details can be accessed in our GitHub repository (https://github.com/IS2AI/
SpeakingFaces/tree/master/baseline_domain_transfer, accessed on 11 March 2021).

We used two methods to quantitatively assess our experimental results. The first one
was the Fréchet inception distance (FID) metric that compares the distribution of generated
images with the distribution of real images [48]. The second method is based on the dlib’s
face recognition model [27,49], which was trained on visual images, to show accuracy
metrics on real visual, generated visual, and real thermal images from the test set.

The recognition model extracts a 128-dimension encoding for a given facial image and
matches faces by comparing the Euclidean distance between the encodings. We started
with the real visual images from the first trial to get the ground truth features. To do so,
we built a feature matrix X ∈ R1134×128 by extracting face encodings from the first trial
data, where the columns represent features and the rows represent image samples. We also
saved the corresponding labels (a numeric identifier of each subject) in the vector y ∈ R1134.

Next, we used the second trial images (real visual, real thermal, generated visual
CycleGAN, and generated visual CUT) to evaluate the model performance. We computed
encodings for each image in the second trial and calculated the Euclidean distance with
every feature vector from X. If the distance was below a predefined threshold, then we
had a match. Note, X contains 27 (three images from each of the nine positions) em-
bedding vectors for each subject, so when we compared each face in the second trial
with the encodings in X, we chose the label with the highest number of matches. The
implementation of the face recognition pipeline can be found in our GitHub repository
(https://github.com/IS2AI/SpeakingFaces/tree/master/baseline_domain_transfer, ac-
cessed on 11 March 2021).

The threshold value, or the tolerance, was tuned to meet the precision/recall trade-off
on real visual images. The larger value increases a number of false positive predictions,
while the lower value leads to a higher count of false negative predictions. The threshold
value for our data was established at 0.45, to better balance the precision/recall trade-off.

A subset of generated images is presented in Figure 9; the rest can be found in
our Github repository (https://github.com/IS2AI/SpeakingFaces/tree/master/baseline_
domain_transfer, accessed on 11 March 2021). Compared to the images generated by CUT,
the output of CycleGAN is of much higher quality. The CycleGAN images are close to
the target visible images not only in the structure of facial features, but also in the overall
appearance for a variety of head postures. The model produced samples with smoother
and more coherent skin texture and color. Overall, the hair is realistically drawn, though
both models were biased towards brown-haired individuals, so they failed to provide the
right hair color for subject ID 1. Interestingly, both learned to correctly predict the gender
of each person; for example, the generators drew facial hair for the male subjects.

The qualitative assessment of the synthesized images is supported by the FID metric
and face recognition results for both models. The FID scores were 22.12 for CUT and 18.95
for CycleGAN. This means that the CycleGAN-generated images were more similar to real
visual images than the ones generated by CUT. The reason might be that, in the training
procedure of the CUT model, each patch in the output image should reflect the content
of the corresponding patch in the input image, whereas the CycleGAN enforces a cycle
consistency between entire images.

https://github.com/IS2AI/SpeakingFaces/tree/master/baseline_domain_transfer
https://github.com/IS2AI/SpeakingFaces/tree/master/baseline_domain_transfer
https://github.com/IS2AI/SpeakingFaces/tree/master/baseline_domain_transfer
https://github.com/IS2AI/SpeakingFaces/tree/master/baseline_domain_transfer
https://github.com/IS2AI/SpeakingFaces/tree/master/baseline_domain_transfer
https://github.com/IS2AI/SpeakingFaces/tree/master/baseline_domain_transfer
https://github.com/IS2AI/SpeakingFaces/tree/master/baseline_domain_transfer
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Figure 9. Thermal-to-visual image translation results using CycleGAN. For each column, left to right:
real thermal image; generated visual image by CUT; generated visual image by CycleGAN; and real
visual image.

The face recognition results are shown in Table 5. As expected, the best outcomes were
obtained from the real visual images, while the worst were from the real thermal images,
because the deployed recognition model was trained on visual images. The results of the
CycleGAN model are noticeably better than those of the CUT model; this is also supported
by their FID scores and our qualitative examination. The quality of the generated images
requires further improvement as compared to the outcomes achieved with the real visible
images. We hypothesize that the realism of the output of these models was affected by the
following factors:

• The model may be biased towards young people, due to the observation that 34%
of participating subjects were 20–25 years old. As a result, the model in some cases
generated a younger version of the subject.

• The model may be biased towards Asian people, given that the majority of the
participating subjects were Asians. As an example, in the case of some subjects
wearing glasses, the depiction of eyes seems skewed towards an Asian presentation.

Even taking into account the noted slight biases, the recognition accuracy on the
generated images is significantly higher than that on the real thermal images. These results
showcase that SpeakingFaces can indeed be utilized for image translation tasks, and we
encourage other researchers to experiment further and compare their results.

Table 5. The results of the face recognition model. TP—the number of true positives. FP—the number of false positives.
FN—the number of false negatives.

Domain Tolerance TP FP FN Total Precision Recall

Visual (real) 0.45 1110 4 20 1134 0.99 0.98
Thermal (real) 0.45 12 555 567 1134 0.02 0.02

CUT (generated visual) 0.45 236 382 516 1134 0.38 0.31
CycleGAN (generated visual) 0.45 397 317 420 1134 0.56 0.49
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3.3. Limitations

The SpeakingFaces dataset was acquired in a semi-controlled laboratory setting, which
may present certain limitations to the work when used in unconstrained real-world settings
where there is less control over camera angles, distance, lighting, and temperature. The
first limitation entails the orientation of the subject to the camera. We used nine camera
positions, though in an open setting it is likely that a wider range of facial poses would be
encountered. The second limitation involves the distance of the subject from the camera: the
distance did not vary in the laboratory setting. In an open setting, the distance could vary
considerably, which could result in reduced resolution of facial images, thus diminishing
the accuracy of the results. The third limitation is that our dataset was acquired under
consistent illumination and temperature conditions. In a real-world deployment there
could be wide variation in the surrounding thermal conditions, ambient light intensity
and illumination directions. To address these issues, as future work, it is proposed to
enhance the dataset with the acquisition of in-the-wild subject data. The models trained
on the original dataset could be further fine-tuned with the real-world dataset using
transfer learning.

Another limitation arises from the proposed method of aligning visual images to their
thermal pairs. Our method (as described in Section 2.2) was based on planar homography
and ArUco markers. Since the corners of the marker might not be detected very accurately
in the thermal image due to heat dissipation, we estimated the averaged value of the
homography matrix by collecting ArUco marker images from different positions and
orientations. The averaged homography matrix allowed us to align well in terms of scale
and position, but not in terms of orientation.

Despite the large size of the dataset, it might be insufficient to build robust multimodal
models for the tasks, such as speech recognition and lip reading. These tasks require a
substantial amount of annotated data, which is expensive and time-consuming to acquire.
However, our dataset can be used to fine-tune unimodal models pre-trained on large single
stream datasets, as was done in [50].

Lastly, as noted above, the manual operation of the camera introduced variability in
the acquisition of visual and thermal data. Nevertheless, we think that such an approach
is suitable for the potential deployment of applications built with SpeakingFaces. As
previously mentioned, smartphones will likely be the first devices to deploy applications
utilizing all the three data streams. These devices are commonly handheld, thus it will
be more suitable to train models on the data that were collected in a similar manner.
Furthermore, manual operations introduce variability in framing and thereby improve the
robustness of subsequent machine learning applications.

4. Conclusions

We introduce SpeakingFaces as a large-scale multimodal dataset to extend existing
research in the general areas of HCI, biometric authentication, and recognition systems.
SpeakingFaces consists of synchronized audio, thermal, and visual streams gathered from
a diverse population of subjects.

To demonstrate the utility, we applied our data to thermal-to-visible image translation
and multimodal gender classification using thermal, visible, and audio data streams. Based
on the experimental results, we see that SpeakingFaces has the following positive impacts.
First, it enables in-depth research in the areas of multimodal recognition systems using
visual, thermal, and audio modalities. Second, the large number of samples in the dataset
enables the construction and study of data-hungry algorithms involving neural networks.
Lastly, synchronized multimodal data can open up new opportunities for research in
domain transfer.

In future work, we plan to utilize our dataset in other multimodal tasks, such as audio–
visual–thermal speech and speaker recognition. We also plan to annotate the thermal data
with facial landmarks to build a landmark detection model that can be deployed for face
alignment in face recognition, vital sign recognition, and drowsiness detection. We also
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intend to create an additional in-the-wild version of SpeakingFaces, to overcome the noted
limitations of the original dataset attributed to the semi-controlled laboratory collection
setting. Considering that smartphones and other intelligent devices can be potentially
integrated with additional sensors, such as high-speed, depth, and event-based cameras,
the SpeakingFaces dataset can be expanded with these modalities.
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